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QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS WITH NATURAL GROWTH
AND QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS WITH SINGULAR
DRIFT
MARCO DEGIOVANNI AND MARCO MARZOCCHI
Abstract. We prove an existence result for a quasilinear elliptic equation satisfying
natural growth conditions. As a consequence, we deduce an existence result for a quasi-
linear elliptic equation containing a singular drift. A key tool, in the proof, is the study
of an auxiliary variational inequality playing the role of “natural constraint”.
1. Introduction
Consider the quasilinear elliptic problem
(1.1)
{
−div [a(x, u,∇u)] + b(x, u,∇u) = 0 in Ω ,
u = 0 on ∂Ω ,
where Ω is a bounded and open subset of Rn and
a : Ω× (R× Rn)→ Rn , b : Ω× (R× Rn)→ R
are two Carathe´odory functions satisfying the natural growth conditions in the sense of [8].
More precisely, we assume that:
(N) there exist 1 < p < ∞ and, for every R > 0, α
(0)
R ∈ L
1(Ω), α
(1)
R ∈ L
p′(Ω), βR > 0
and νR > 0 such that
|a(x, s, ξ)| ≤ α
(1)
R (x) + βR |ξ|
p−1 , |b(x, s, ξ)| ≤ α
(0)
R (x) + βR |ξ|
p ,
a(x, s, ξ) · ξ ≥ νR |ξ|
p − α
(0)
R (x) ,
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and every s ∈ R, ξ ∈ Rn with |s| ≤ R; such a p is clearly unique;
(M) we have [
a(x, s, ξ)− a(x, s, ξˆ)
]
· (ξ − ξˆ) > 0
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and every s ∈ R, ξ, ξˆ ∈ Rn with ξ 6= ξˆ.
Definition 1.1. We say that w ∈ W 1,ploc (Ω)∩L
∞
loc(Ω) is a supersolution (resp. subsolution)
of the equation
(1.2) − div [a(x, u,∇u)] + b(x, u,∇u) = 0 in Ω ,
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if ∫
Ω
[a(x, w,∇w) · ∇v + b(x, w,∇w)v] dx ≥ 0 (resp. ≤ 0)
for every v ∈ C∞c (Ω) with v ≥ 0 .
Let us state our main result.
Theorem 1.2. Assume there exist u, u ∈ W 1,ploc (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω) and u0 ∈ W
1,p
0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω)
such that u is a subsolution of (1.2), u is a supersolution of (1.2) and u ≤ u0 ≤ u a.e.
in Ω.
Then there exists u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω) satisfying u ≤ u ≤ u a.e. in Ω and (1.1) in a
weak sense, namely∫
Ω
[a(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + b(x, u,∇u)v] dx = 0 for every v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω) .
Remark 1.3. The previous result should be compared with [9, Theorem] and [4, The´o-
re`me 2.1]. The main feature is that in [9] a growth condition of the form
|b(x, s, ξ)| ≤ α
(0)
R (x) + βR |ξ|
p−ε
with α
(0)
R ∈ L
1(Ω) and ε > 0 is required, so that the natural growth of order p in ξ is not
allowed.
On the other hand, in [4] it is assumed that
|b(x, s, ξ)| ≤ βR (1 + |ξ|
p)
and the term α
(0)
R ∈ L
1(Ω) is not permitted (see also the remarks in [3]).
Here we take advantage of the framework of [1, 6] to allow the condition
|b(x, s, ξ)| ≤ α
(0)
R (x) + βR |ξ|
p ,
which seems to be the most general to guarantee that b(x, u,∇u) ∈ L1(Ω) whenever
u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω).
Just this level of generality will allow us to treat, as a particular case, a problem with
singular drift, as we will see in the next result.
Remark 1.4. A more general equation of the form
−div [a(x, u,∇u)] + b(x, u,∇u) = f0 − div f1 ,
with f0 ∈ L
1(Ω) and f1 ∈ L
p′(Ω;Rn), can be easily reduced to our case by setting
aˇ(x, s, ξ) = a(x, s, ξ)− f1(x) ,
bˇ(x, s, ξ) = b(x, s, ξ)− f0(x) .
Of course, the key point is the existence of bounded super/subsolutions.
Corollary 1.5. Assume that a satisfies the further condition:
a(x, s, 0) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ Ω and every s ∈ R .
Let 0 < q ≤ p, r > 0 and let b1 ∈ L
p
p−q (Ω;Rn)1 and b0, f ∈ L
1(Ω) be such that:
(1.3) there exists Q ≥ 0 satisfying |f(x)| ≤ Qb0(x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω .
1We mean b1 ∈ L
∞(Ω;Rn) if q = p.
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Then there exists u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω) satisfying
−Q1/r ≤ u ≤ Q1/r a.e. in Ω
and∫
Ω
[
a(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + b1 ·
(
|∇u|q−1∇u
)
v + b0|u|
r−1uv
]
dx =
∫
Ω
vf dx
for every v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω) .
Remark 1.6. Assumption (1.3) is in particular satisfied if f ∈ L∞(Ω) and b0(x) ≥ b > 0.
The previous corollary extends the results of [3], devoted to cases in which the principal
part of the equation is linear (see also, when the equation is fully linear, the paper [10]).
The technique of [3] is based on a duality approach which seems not to be easily adaptable
when the principal part of the equation is not linear.
Concerning equations where condition (1.3) is assumed, Theorem 1.2 allows us also
to prove the next corollary, which slightly generalizes some results of [2] obtained by a
different technique.
Corollary 1.7. Assume that a and b satisfy the further condition:
a(x, s, 0) = 0 , b(x, s, 0) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ Ω and every s ∈ R .
Let b0, f ∈ L
1(Ω) be such that (1.3) holds with Q > 0 and let g : R → R be a continuous
function such that
lim
s→−∞
g(s) = −∞ , lim
s→+∞
g(s) = +∞ .
Then there exists u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω) satisfying∫
Ω
[a(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + b(x, u,∇u)v + b0g(u)v] dx =
∫
Ω
vf dx
for every v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω)
and A ≤ u ≤ A a.e. in Ω, provided that A ≤ 0 ≤ A and g(A) ≤ −Q, g(A) ≥ Q.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the study of an auxiliary variational inequality,
which plays the role of “natural constraint”, in the sense that the solutions of the varia-
tional inequality are automatically solutions of the equation. This kind of device appears
many times in the literature and goes back, to our knowledge, to [7]. A variant can be
found in [11, Theorem 3.3] and [12, Theorem 2.3] (see also [6, 13]).
2. Parametric quasilinear elliptic variational inequalities with natural
growth conditions
Throughout this section, we still consider two Carathe´odory functions a, b satisfying (N)
and (M) and, moreover, a p-quasi upper semicontinuous function u : Ω→ R and a p-quasi
lower semicontinuous function u : Ω→ R. It is well known that every u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) admits
a Borel and p-quasi continuous representative u˜, defined up to a set of null p-capacity,
which we still denote by u (see e.g. [5]).
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For every t ∈ [0, 1], we set
ut = u− t ,
ut = u+ t ,
Kt =
{
u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω) : ut ≤ u ≤ ut p-q.e. in Ω
}
.
We aim to consider the solutions u of the parametric variational inequality
(VIt)

u ∈ Kt ,∫
Ω
[
a(x, u,∇u) · ∇(v − u) + b(x, u,∇u) (v − u)
]
dx ≥ 0
for every v ∈ Kt .
Theorem 2.1. Assume that u, u are bounded and that there exists u0 ∈ W
1,p
0 (Ω)∩L
∞(Ω)
such that u ≤ u0 ≤ u p-q.e. in Ω.
Then the following facts hold:
(a) for every t ∈ [0, 1], there exists a solution u of (VIt);
(b) the set{
(u, t) ∈
(
W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω)
)
× [0, 1] : u is a solution of (VIt)
}
is strongly compact in W 1,p0 (Ω)× [0, 1].
Proof. We aim to apply the results of [6]. Let us denote by Ztott the set of solutions
of (VIt). Since Kt 6= ∅, from [6, Theorem 5.10] we infer that ind(Z
tot
t ) = 1. Then [6,
Theorem 5.6] implies that Ztott 6= ∅ and assertion (a) follows..
To prove assertion (b), we want to apply (a) of [6, Theorem 5.8]. The only assump-
tion we need to check is the continuity of {t 7→ Kt} with respect to the Mosco conver-
gence (MC).
Let tk → t in [0, 1] and (vk) be a sequence weakly convergent to v in W
1,p
0 (Ω) with
vk ∈ Ktk . Up to a subsequence, we may assume that (tk) is monotone.
If (tk) is increasing, we have vtk ∈ Kt for every k ∈ N. Since Kt is weakly closed, it
follows that v ∈ Kt. If (tk) is decreasing, for every fixed h ∈ N it is vk ∈ Kth for every
k ≥ h, whence v ∈ Kth , namely
u− th ≤ v ≤ u+ th p-q.e. in Ω .
Since th is converging to t, it follows that
u− t ≤ v ≤ u+ t p-q.e. in Ω ,
namely v ∈ Kt.
Let now tk → t in [0, 1] and v ∈ Kt. As before, up to a subsequence we may assume
that (tk) is monotone.
If (tk) is decreasing, we set vk = v for every k ∈ N and of course (vk) is strongly
convergent to v in W 1,p0 (Ω) with vk ∈ Ktk . If (tk) is increasing, we set
vk = u0 + (v − u0 − t+ tk)
+ − (v − u0 + t− tk)
− .
Since it is easily seen that (vk) converges to v strongly in W
1,p
0 (Ω), we have only to check
that vk ∈ Ktk eventually as k →∞. If
v(x)− u0(x)− t + tk > 0 ,
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we have
v(x)− u0(x) + t− tk ≥ v(x)− u0(x)− t + tk > 0 ,
whence
vk(x) = v(x)− t+ tk ≥ u0(x) .
It follows
u(x)− tk ≤ u0(x) ≤ vk(x) = v(x)− t+ tk ≤ u(x) + tk .
If
v(x)− u0(x) + t− tk < 0 ,
we infer in a similar way that
u(x)− tk ≤ vk(x) ≤ u(x) + tk .
Otherwise vk(x) = u0(x), which yields the same conclusion. Therefore vk ∈ Ktk and the
proof is complete. 
3. Solutions of equations versus solutions of variational inequalities
Throughout this section, Ω̂ will denote an open subset of Rn and
aˆ : Ω̂× (R× Rn)→ Rn , bˆ : Ω̂× (R× Rn)→ R
two Carathe´odory functions such that:
(i) there exist 1 < p < ∞ and, for every compact subset C of Ω̂ and every R > 0,
α
(0)
C,R ∈ L
1(C), α
(1)
C,R ∈ L
p′(C) and βC,R ≥ 0 such that
|aˆ(x, s, ξ)| ≤ α
(1)
C,R(x) + βC,R |ξ|
p−1 ,
|bˆ(x, s, ξ)| ≤ α
(0)
C,R(x) + βC,R |ξ|
p ,
for a.e. x ∈ C and every s ∈ R, ξ ∈ Rn with |s| ≤ R;
(ii) we have [
aˆ(x, s, ξ)− aˆ(x, s, ξˆ)
]
· (ξ − ξˆ) ≥ 0
for a.e. x ∈ Ω̂ and every s ∈ R, ξ, ξˆ ∈ Rn.
We also denote by L∞c (Ω̂) the set of v’s in L
∞(Ω̂) vanishing a.e. outside some compact
subset of Ω̂.
Definition 3.1. We say that w ∈ W 1,ploc (Ω̂)∩L
∞
loc(Ω̂) is a supersolution (resp. subsolution)
of the equation
(3.1) − div [aˆ(x, u,∇u)] + bˆ(x, u,∇u) = 0 in Ω̂ ,
if ∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, w,∇w) · ∇v + bˆ(x, w,∇w)v
]
dx ≥ 0 (resp. ≤ 0)
for every v ∈ C∞c (Ω̂) with v ≥ 0 .
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Theorem 3.2. Let u, u, u ∈ W 1,ploc (Ω̂)∩L
∞
loc(Ω̂) be such that u is a subsolution of (3.1), u
is a supersolution of (3.1) and
u ∈ K̂ ,∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇(v − u) + bˆ(x, u,∇u) (v − u)
]
dx ≥ 0
for every v ∈ K̂ with (v − u) ∈ L∞c (Ω̂) ,
where
K̂ =
{
v ∈ W 1,ploc (Ω̂) ∩ L
∞
loc(Ω̂) : u ≤ v ≤ u a.e. in Ω̂
}
.
Suppose also that:
(iii) for every compact subset C of Ω̂, there exist rC > 0 and γC ∈ L
p′(C) such that
|aˆ(x, s,∇u(x))− aˆ(x, u(x),∇u(x))| ≤ γC(x)(s− u(x)) ,
|aˆ(x, u(x),∇u(x))− aˆ(x, σ,∇u(x))| ≤ γC(x)(u(x)− σ) ,
for a.e. x ∈ C and every s, σ ∈ R with u(x) ≤ s ≤ u(x)+ rC and u(x)− rC ≤ σ ≤
u(x).
Then we have∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + bˆ(x, u,∇u)v
]
dx = 0 for every v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω̂) ∩ L
∞
c (Ω̂) .
Proof. Let v ∈ C∞c (Ω̂) with v ≥ 0, let t > 0 and let
ut = min {u+ tv, u} .
Clearly ut ∈ K̂ and (ut − u) ∈ L
∞
c (Ω̂), whence∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇(ut − u) + bˆ(x, u,∇u) (ut − u)
]
dx ≥ 0 .
Taking into account assumption (ii), we get∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇ut) · ∇(ut − u) + bˆ(x, u,∇u) (ut − u)
]
dx ≥ 0 ,
namely∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, ut,∇ut) · ∇(ut − u− tv) + bˆ(x, ut,∇ut) (ut − u− tv)
]
dx
+ t
∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, ut,∇ut) · ∇v + bˆ(x, ut,∇ut)v
]
dx
≥
∫
Ω̂
[aˆ(x, ut,∇ut)− aˆ(x, u,∇ut)] · ∇(ut − u− tv) dx
+ t
∫
Ω̂
[aˆ(x, ut,∇ut)− aˆ(x, u,∇ut)] · ∇v dx
+
∫
Ω̂
[
bˆ(x, ut,∇ut)− bˆ(x, u,∇u)
]
(ut − u) dx .
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Since ut = u where ut − u− tv 6= 0, we have∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, ut,∇ut) · ∇(ut − u− tv) + bˆ(x, ut,∇ut) (ut − u− tv)
]
dx
=
∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇(ut − u− tv) + bˆ(x, u,∇u) (ut − u− tv)
]
dx ≤ 0 ,
as u is a supersolution of (3.1) and ut − u− tv ≤ 0. That leads to the final inequality∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, ut,∇ut) · ∇v + bˆ(x, ut,∇ut)v
]
dx
≥
∫
Ω̂
aˆ(x, u,∇u)− aˆ(x, u,∇u)
t
· ∇(ut − u− tv) dx
+
∫
Ω̂
[aˆ(x, ut,∇ut)− aˆ(x, u,∇ut)] · ∇v dx
+
∫
Ω̂
[
bˆ(x, ut,∇ut)− bˆ(x, u,∇u)
] ut − u
t
dx .
Since
∣∣∣∣ut − ut
∣∣∣∣ ≤ v, from assumption (i) it follows that
lim
t→0+
∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, ut,∇ut) · ∇v + bˆ(x, ut,∇ut)v
]
dx
=
∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + bˆ(x, u,∇u)v
]
dx ,
lim
t→0+
∫
Ω̂
[aˆ(x, ut,∇ut)− aˆ(x, u,∇ut)] · ∇v dx = 0 ,
lim
t→0+
∫
Ω̂
[
bˆ(x, ut,∇ut)− bˆ(x, u,∇u)
] ut − u
t
dx = 0 .
Let now C be a compact subset of Ω̂ such that v = 0 outside C and let rC > 0 and
γC ∈ L
p′(C) be as in assumption (iii). Without loss of generality, we may assume that
tv ≤ rC on C. Then, since 0 ≤ u− u < tv ≤ rC where ut − u− tv 6= 0, we get∣∣∣∣ aˆ(x, u,∇u)− aˆ(x, u,∇u)t · ∇(ut − u− tv)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ γCv |∇(u− u− tv)| .
Again from assumption (i) we infer that
lim
t→0+
∫
Ω̂
aˆ(x, u,∇u)− aˆ(x, u,∇u)
t
· ∇(ut − u− tv) dx = 0 .
Therefore we have ∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + bˆ(x, u,∇u)v
]
dx ≥ 0
for every v ∈ C∞c (Ω̂) with v ≥ 0.
If v ∈ C∞c (Ω̂) with v ≤ 0, we consider t > 0 and
ut = max{u+ tv, u} .
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Arguing in a similar way, we get∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + bˆ(x, u,∇u)v
]
dx ≥ 0
for every v ∈ C∞c (Ω̂) with v ≤ 0.
It follows ∫
Ω̂
[
aˆ(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + bˆ(x, u,∇u)v
]
dx ≥ 0
for every v ∈ C∞c (Ω̂), whence the equality, as we can swap v with −v.
The case v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω̂)∩L
∞
c (Ω̂) can be treated by a standard approximation argument.

Remark 3.3. Assumption (iii) is obviously satisfied in the following cases:
(a) the function aˆ(x, s, ξ) is independent of s;
(b) we have aˆ(x, s, 0) = 0 and u, u are constant.
On the other hand, we do not know whether Theorem 3.2 holds true without assump-
tion (iii).
4. Proof of the results stated in the Introduction
Proof of Theorem 1.2.
It is easily seen that
aˇ(x, s, ξ) = a(x,min{max{s, u(x)}, u(x)}, ξ) ,
bˇ(x, s, ξ) = b(x,min{max{s, u(x)}, u(x)}, ξ)
are still two Carathe´odory functions satisfying assumptions (N) and (M) and u, u are
respectively a subsolution and a supersolution of
−div [aˇ(x, u,∇u)] + bˇ(x, u,∇u) = 0 in Ω .
On the other hand, if u satisfies the assertion with respect to aˇ and bˇ, then it does the same
with respect to a and b, as u ≤ u ≤ u a.e. in Ω. Therefore, without loss of generality,
we may assume that a(x, s, ξ) and b(x, s, ξ) are independent of s for s ≤ u(x) and for
s ≥ u(x).
As in Section 2, for every t ∈ [0, 1] we set
ut = u− t , ut = u+ t .
Then, assumptions (i) and (ii) of Section 3 are obviously satisfied and ut, ut are respec-
tively a subsolution and a supersolution of (1.2) for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. If t > 0, also the
hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3.2 holds true, as a(x, s, ξ) is independent of s for s ≤ ut(x)+t
and for s ≥ ut(x)− t.
From Theorem 2.1 we infer that for every t ∈ [0, 1] there exists a solution u of (VIt)
and that the set{
(u, t) ∈
(
W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω)
)
× [0, 1] : u is a solution of (VIt)
}
is strongly compact in W 1,p0 (Ω)× [0, 1].
Let now, for every m ≥ 1, um be a solution of (VIt) with t = 1/m. Then (um) is
bounded in L∞(Ω) and, up to a subsequence, strongly convergent in W 1,p0 (Ω) to some u
satisfying (VIt) with t = 0. In particular, we have u ≤ u ≤ u a.e. in Ω.
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From Theorem 3.2 we infer that each um actually satisfies∫
Ω
[a(x, um,∇um) · ∇v + b(x, um,∇um)v] dx = 0 for every v ∈ W
1,p
0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞
c (Ω) .
Going to the limit as m→∞, it easily follows that∫
Ω
[a(x, u,∇u) · ∇v + b(x, u,∇u)v] dx = 0 for every v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞
c (Ω) .
By a standard density argument, the equation holds for any v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) ∩ L
∞(Ω). 
Proof of Corollary 1.5.
If Q = 0, we have f = 0 and the assertion is satisfied by u = 0. Assume that Q > 0, so
that b0(x) ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω, and set
b(x, s, ξ) = b1(x) · (|ξ|
q−1ξ) + b0(x)|s|
r−1s− f(x) .
In the case 0 < q < p we have
|b(x, s, ξ)| ≤
p− q
p
|b1(x)|
p
p−q +
q
p
|ξ|p +Rr b0(x) + |f(x)| ,
whenever |s| ≤ R. Therefore assumptions (N) and (M) are satisfied. In the case q = p
we have b1 ∈ L
∞(Ω;Rn) and the argument is even simpler.
On the other hand, if we set
u(x) = −Q1/r , u(x) = Q1/r ,
it follows that a(x, u,∇u) = 0 and
b(x, u,∇u) = −Qb0 − f ≤ −Qb0 +Qb0 = 0 ,
so that u is a subsolution of (1.2). The proof that u is a supersolution of (1.2) is similar.
By Theorem 1.2 the assertion follows. 
Proof of Corollary 1.5.
If we set
bˇ(x, s, ξ) = b(x, s, ξ) + b0(x)g(s)− f(x) ,
it is easily seen that a and bˇ still satisfy assumptions (N) and (M).
Let A ≤ 0 ≤ A be such that
g(A) ≤ −Q , g(A) ≥ Q .
Then, if we set
u(x) = A , u(x) = A ,
it follows that a(x, u,∇u) = 0, b(x, u,∇u) = 0 and
bˇ(x, u,∇u) = b0g(A)− f ≤ −Qb0 +Qb0 = 0 ,
so that u is a subsolution of (1.2) with b replaced by bˇ. The proof that u is a supersolution
is similar.
By Theorem 1.2 the assertion follows. 
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